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Since 1956, David Golf has been a household name in the golf industry. During this time, our 
commitment and investment in our sign department has given this offering, ‘flagship status’, 
among our many product lines. 

Hand crafted with a philosophy to provide products to enhance your property surrounds  
and golf course, we manufacture custom signs of almost any style, suitable for both indoor 
and outdoor applications. 



Cast metal plaques can be 
set onto or into concrete 
sandstone or bluestone 
blocks. They can be inte-
grated into timber posts  
or spiked for setting directly 
into the ground.

Cast Aluminium is also available, 
should you require a silver  
highlight.

Cast Metal Plaques give your property a unique look.

Each design is custom cast from high quality bronze mix, using the latest 
pattern technology, resulting in the finest of details achieved even with 
the most intricate of logos.
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Timber signs continue 
to gain popularity, with 
a large range of styles 
possible.

We source the finest grade  
Cypress timber that is highly 
rated for external use. CSIRO 
rated, termite & rot free.

We can also offer other types of 
timber, e.g. Merbau or Ironbark 
to give your signs the desired 
look.

Cast Bronze Inserts, Digitally 
Printed Acrylic or Engraved & 
Paint filled logos are all options 
that will further enhance your 
sign. 

Custom messages are 
engraved using our CNC  
Router. They are then 
hand filled using exterior 
grade paint, to ensure a 
perfect long-lasting finish. 
 
Our extra-large cutting bed, 
(2400mm x 1400mm), has the 
ability to produce signs to  
almost any size. 
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For many years, our  
recycled plastic range  
has been the cornerstone 
of outdoor signs for the 
Golf and Turf Industry.

Whether it be Car Park, Tee 
Information, Custom Message, 
Wetland Areas or Clubhouse 
Precincts, our CNC Routed 
plastic signs continue to stand 
the test of time. 
 
High Density Poly Ethylene, 
(HDPE), sheeting, along with 
High Density Plastic Bollards 
and posts are suitable for  
almost any application.

Customised to suit the require-
ments of size, design & content, 
our signs can be supplied in 
many different colours:
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Moduply Plastic Signs are 
often used for Course 
Directional Signs and suit  
all golf course budgets.  

The moduply range is made from a 
solid co-extruded plastic. It can  
withstand the harsh environments  
at a Golf Course.  
 
Routing through the external layer 
exposing the coloured centre means 
these signs are paint free.

All moduply signs come in various 
colour combinations (See Below).

Red / White / Red 

Blue / White / Blue

Yellow / Black / Yellow

Beige / Green / Beige

Black / White / Black

Green / White / Green
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routed aluminium8

Printed Aluminium composite  
panels are also widely used for 
display and sign applications. 

For multi coloured logos 
and detailed signs, Routed 
Aluminium provides the 
perfect solution. They are 
Durable, Highly  
Visible and perfect for  
outdoor use. 

Engraved using our state-of-
the-art CNC Router, the sign is 
then hand filled using high gloss 
outdoor paint in the colours that 
match your logo. 
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Stock R&D Sign 

GUR (ground under repair) 

No carts beyond this point 

Beware - Snakes seen in area (Aluminium only)

Carts image - with arrow (left & right) 

Carts this way - with arrow (left & right)

Keep off the grass

All R&D signs available in pack pricing in quantities of 10

Aluminium R&D Moduply R&D Timber R&D 

Messages are applied to a powder-
coated aluminium sign using UV 
stable, long lasting vinyl.  
Vinyl colours: Black, Red, Green  
& Navy.  

Messages are engraved using our 
CNC Router, using co-extruded 
plastic  exposing the coloured 
centre. These are then fitted  
with stainless steel spikes.  
Moduply colours: See page 7

Messages are computer routed, 
sealed then paint filled with the  
colour of your choice. These are 
then fitted with 2 stainless steel 
spikes.
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Our traffolite markers can be manufactured to suit any  
irrigation head or sign application. They are computer 
 engraved to suit any size and shape required.

TORO SPM 106 Engraved Cap

FITS: TORO 730, 750, 760, 780, 830/850S, 
834S, 855S, 854S, 835S, DT34, DT34B, DT35, 
DT35B, DT54, DT55, FLX34, FLX34B, FLX35, 
FLX35-6, FLX35B, FLX35-6B, FLX54, FLX-
54RB, FLX55, FLX55RB, FLX55-6, FLX55-
6RB, INF54, INF55, INF55-6, INF34, INF35, 
INF35-6, 860S, 880S

Perfect-fit caps engraved and  
colour filled for high visibility.  
Multiple number locations vary  
for lids with holes.

RAINBIRD SPM 107 Engraved Cap

FITS: Rain Bird 700, 751, E900, E950, E700, 
E750, E500, E550, 51DR

Perfect-fit caps engraved and 
colour filled for high visibility 
number identification.

GRUND GUIDE  

The upper layer is engraved to expose 
the centre plastic layer. UV stable 
traffolite is available in many  
different colour combinations.

GRUND GUIDE Marking Systems. Now back with the strength of Underhill distribution and product development, 
you can have the highest quality and most complete yardage marking systems available. 

Caps -  
Numbers -

Caps -  
Numbers -

Traffolite Sprinkler Head Markers

TORO SPM 103 Snap in Cap

FITS: Toro Infinity, 730, 750, 760, 780, 
830/850S, 834S, 845S, DT34, DT34B, DT35, 
DT35B, DT54, FLX34, FLX34B, FLX35, 
FLX35B, FLX54, FLX54RB, FLX55, FLX55RB, 
INF54, INF55, INF34, INF35, 860S, 880S, 
Infinity Body

One complete, high-visibility 
marker snaps into OEM plug. 

Caps -  
Numbers -
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